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               is an American design studio 

specializing in manufacturing modern, 

precision-crafted furniture, lighting and 

accessories.

Utilizing our background in architecture and 

industrial design, we aim to forge a union 

between function and form.  We believe creative 

solutions are arrived at through collaboration.  

Our design process uniquely capitalizes on our 

in-house fabrication team and partners with 

master craftsmen: from Amish woodworkers in 

Ohio, to alabaster sculptors in Italy, all the way 

to felt fez makers in Turkey.  It is with a deep 

understanding of material relationships and 

innovative technologies that we are able to 

seamlessly create thoughtful enduring products.

We offer design and manufacturing solutions to 

architects and interior designers.



The Kamen pendant lamp celebrates the 
properties of the alabaster stone.  It is produced 
in collaboration with craftsmen in Volterra, 
Italy.  The top is spun metal formed to fit 
perfectly with the alabaster.  The beautiful glow 
of this opaque stone will impress your most 
intimate and important setting.

KAMEN
Alabaster Pendant Lamps



22.50 DIA x 13.50                                               13.50 DIA x 9.25 

Constructed of alabaster and powder coated spun metal.  
Shade available in your choice of color.  



The Chapter wall sconce is an elegant and easily 
adjustable LED lighting source that plays on the 
movement of light as if flipping through the 
pages of a book.  The metal diffuser controls the 
light source to create an even glow, uplighting 
or downlighting.  Varying degrees of warmth are 
created depending on the high polish metal 
finishing of the diffuser.  It can be mounted 
horizontally or vertically. 

CHAPTER
Wall Sconce



Constructed of a steel diffuser and aluminum LED housing.  
Magnets hold the diffuser to the housing for easy cleaning 
and maintenance.

Available in high polished nickel, black nickel or brass. 
Corded or hard-wired. 

12.00 DIA x 4.00



On the 7th year anniversary 

of our first appearance at the 

International Contemporary 

Furniture Fair, we return with 

Circles, Arches and Movement.  

This new work is strong in 

structure and graphic form 

while maintaining our interest 

in functional, playful design.



The Ebb series introduces our first upholstered 
seating.  Whether you are coming or going, note 
the chair accommodates your position and 
posture.  Full inversion of the backrest allows it 
to function as a standing stool.

EBB
Upholstered Seating



31.00 x 18.50 x 19.50

19.00 SEAT

37.00 x 18.50 x 19.50

24.00 SEAT

43.00 x 18.50 x 19.50

30.00 SEAT



AKAW
Candle Holder

The Akaw candle holders are designed to ensure 
a safe burning candle.  The 3 vertical elements 
hold the candle upright and the weight of 
the steel keeps the candles standing.  As the 
candles burn down, the frame remains, keeping 
that strong architectural presence.

Available in blackened steel or solid brass.

1.25 x 1.25 x 10.50



TWIGGY
Adjustable Wall Lamp

The Twiggy is an adjustable wall mounted LED 
lamp.  The function focuses around two ball and 
socket joints allowing for versatility of movement 
to a full spectrum of radial positions.  It is fitted 
with a touch dimmer.  



4.5 x 3.0 x 38.0

4.5 x 3.0 x 29.0

4.5 x 3.0 x 20.0

Constructed of anodized aluminum and available in black, 
dark blue or deep brown.



The concept of the Drop Stool is derived from 
the wooden blocks used to hand form felt 
fez in Turkey.  Environmentally friendly, the 
seats are made from the small cut offs of 
Amish wood from Ohio and then laminated to 
create the block.  The painted hardwood base 
compliments the natural pine seat.  

DROP
Stools



14.00 DIA x 29.00 14.00 DIA x 25.00 14.00 DIA x 19.00



In 2009, Joseph Ribic founded the design studio called 

Objeti, the name is derived from the Slovenian word 

“embrace”.  This initiative describes how Objeti’s 

pieces invite interaction to realize their function.  The next 

year he drew upon his academic training and travel in Italy 

and Turkey to bring his first collection to the International 

Contemporary Furniture Fair where he was recognized 

with the Editor’s Award for Best New Designer.  Since that 

time, Objeti continues to develop its aesthetic through 

collaboration with architects and interior designers.  

Objeti’s design studio has moved to Denver, Colorado but 

keeps its manufacturing roots in Cleveland, Ohio with 

continual emphasis on craftsmanship and quality.



The Hald dining table is a strong centerpiece for your home 
or office. Its elegance is revealed in the use of the arch as a 
prominent motif, using the form graphically and structurally. 
Produced in an Amish workshop in Ohio with locally 
sourced hardwoods. The underlying exposed hardware 
allows for flat-packing for ease of shipment and assembly.

HALD
Dining Table



72.00 x 34.00 x 29.00

Custom sizes available.



3.0 DIA x .125

The Malo bottle opener fits perfectly in your 
hand, opens bottles effortlessly, and even act as 
a coaster.

Available in stainless steel or blackened stainless 
steel.

MALO
Bottle Opener



The Faza rotating LED disc wall sconce displays 
an ease of movement about two axes within 
an arch.  The movement allows you to create 
different lighting effects.  It is a nod to your 
childhood gyroscope.  This product exemplifies 
the role of design in engineering details.

FAZA
Wall Sconce



7.00 DIA x 7.875

7.00 DIA x 8.50

Constructed of anodized aluminum and available in army 
green or medium grey.  Corded or hard-wired.



CIVILTA
Shelving System

The name of the shelving system, Civilta, comes 
from the Palazzo della Civilta Italiana building in 
Rome.  The arch as an architectural element is 
celebrated in this all-steel system.  As units are 
added, upright or inverted, the shelves remain in 
the same plane. 





80.0 x 33.0 x 12.5 



Objeti.com

38198 Willoughby Pkwy.
Cleveland, OH 44094

2383 Jasmine St.
Denver, CO 80207

design@objeti.com
440 991 6079


